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Queueing Networks and Markov Chains: Modeling and Performance Evaluation with Computer Science ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Critically acclaimed text for computer performance analysis—now in its second edition
    

    The Second Edition of this now-classic text provides a current and thorough treatment of queueing systems, queueing networks, continuous and discrete-time Markov chains, and simulation. Thoroughly updated with...
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Agile Experience Design: A Digital Designer's Guide to Agile, Lean, and Continuous (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2011


	This is the book we wish we’d had when we were first introduced to agile

	methods. We want to show how design and agile are a natural fit together.

	How bringing together the people who build the products you design with the

	people who use the products you design will lead to better decisions and better

	customer...
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The DevOps 2.0 Toolkit: Automating the Continuous Deployment Pipeline with Containerized MicroservicesCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	This book is about different techniques that help us architect software in a better and more efficient way with microservices packed as immutable containers, tested and deployed continuously to servers that are automatically provisioned with configuration management tools. It's about fast, reliable and continuous deployments with...
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Peer-To-Peer Storage: Security and Protocols (Computer Science, Technology and Applications)Nova Press, 2010


	Peer-to-peer (P2P) has proven as a most successful way to produce large

	scale, reliable, and cost-effective applications, as illustrated for file sharing or

	VoIP. P2P storage is an emerging field of application which allows peers to

	collectively leverage their resources towards ensuring the reliability and

	availability of user...
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Handbook of Power System EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Maintaining the reliable and efficient generation, transmission and distribution of electrical power is of the utmost importance in a world where electricity is the inevitable means of energy acquisition, transportation, and utilization, and the principle mode of communicating media. Our modern society is entirely dependent on electricity, so...
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Intuitive Probability and Random Processes using MATLABSpringer, 2005

	Intuitive Probability and Random Processes using MATLAB® is an introduction to probability and random processes that merges theory with practice. Based on the author’s belief that only "hands-on" experience with the material can promote intuitive understanding, the approach is to motivate the need...
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Future Spacecraft Propulsion Systems: Enabling Technologies for Space Exploration (Springer Praxis Books / Astronautical Engineering)Springer, 2009
In this second edition of Future Spacecraft Propulsion Systems, the authors demonstrate the need to break free from the old established concepts of expendable rockets, using chemical propulsion, and to develop new breeds of launch vehicle capable of both launching payloads into orbit at a dramatically reduced cost and for sustained operations in...
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Design of Analog Cmos Integrated CirMcGraw-Hill, 2000


	In the past two decades, CMOS technology has rapidly embraced the field of analog inte-

	grated circuits, providing low-cost, high-performance solutions and rising to dominate the

	market. While silicon bipolar and III-V devices still find niche applications, only CMOS

	processes have emerged as a viable choice for the integration of...
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Digital Signal Processing with Examples in MATLAB® (Electrical Engineering & Applied Signal Processing Series)CRC Press, 2011

	
		Based on fundamental principles from mathematics, linear systems, and signal analysis, digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms are useful for extracting information from signals collected all around us. Combined with today’s powerful computing capabilities, they can be used in a wide range of application areas, including...
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Passive, Active, and Digital Filters (The Circuits and Filters Handbook)CRC Press, 2009

	Culled from the pages of CRC's highly successful, best-selling The Circuits and Filters Handbook, Second Edition, Passive, Active, and Digital Filters presents a sharply focused, comprehensive review of the fundamental theory behind professional applications of these complex filters. It supplies a concise, convenient reference to the key...
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ModSecurity HandbookFeisty Duck, 2010

	ModSecurity Handbook is the definitive guide to ModSecurity, a popular open source web application firewall. Written by Ivan Ristic, who designed and wrote much of ModSecurity, this book will teach you everything you need to know to monitor the activity on your web sites and protect them from attack. Situated between your web sites and the...
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Angular 6 for Enterprise-Ready Web Applications: Deliver production-ready and cloud-scale Angular web appsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A hands-on guide with a minimalist and flexible approach that enables quick learning and rapid delivery of cloud-ready enterprise applications with Angular 6

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore tools and techniques to push your web app to the next level
	
			Master Angular app design and...
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